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Cyber Advisory

ADVISORY PAPER

JOINER, MOVER, LEAVER (JML) 

AUTOMATION

Secure and enable your users throughout their employment journey with joiner, mover, leaver

(JML) automation.

Organisations are increasingly turning to automation to manage their JML process in an effort to: reduce

human error, increase control over access, and to set the foundations of a successful identity and access

management strategy.

ITC’s Joiner, Mover, Leaver Automation service uses leading Microsoft technologies to automate

employees’ journeys to, through, and away from the organisation, ensuring the correct access is granted

when needed, for as long as it is needed.

Based on a cloud-first approach and utilising Microsoft Identity Manager (MIM), this service enables

organisations to maximise the potential of automation and account integrity, whilst minimising risk and

manual effort and setting the path to optimal use of Microsoft Azure AD.
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KEY FEATURES AND BENEFITS
Designing a secure JML 

process around your 

people and their identities.

Cloud-first approach to 

take advantage of Azure 

Cloud Provisioning 

services.

Improved organisational 

risk posture – especially 

insider risk.

Awareness and 

confidence that the right 

changes are happening 

for the right reasons

Maximise Efficiency

• Automate the creation and updating of user accounts

• Align appropriate access to resources from day one

• Automate the provisioning of services

Minimise Risk

• Provide only the right access to the right services

• Reduce human error, manual effort, and insider risk

• Lower the number of Support Calls 

Build Foundations

• Secure ‘Gold Standard’ data integrity

• Build future identity strategies on the success of JML

• Path for growth to Azure AD and leading technologies

ITC’s Joiner, Mover, Leaver Automation service helps organisations to reduce manual processes and risks, better

manage and secure user accounts, and lay the foundations for a longer-term identity and access management

strategy. We achieve this by implementing Microsoft Identity Manager (MIM) and configuring automation of the JML

process from start to finish – so your IT and HR teams can focus on other areas of value. With a focus on ensuring

data integrity through a cloud-first approach and Azure Cloud Provisioning, the service empowers organisations to

live up to their best practices – better preparing them for further identity and security developments such as fully

utilising Microsoft Azure AD.

SOLUTION OVERVIEW

WHY ITC
ITC Secure is an advisory-led cyber security services company.

We have a 25+ year track record of delivering business-critical services to over 300 blue-chip organisations - bringing

together the best minds in security, a relentless focus on customer service and advanced technological expertise to

help businesses succeed.

With our integrated delivery model, proprietary platform and customer-first mindset, we work as an extension of your

team throughout your cyber journey and always think not only about you, but also your customers and the reputation

of your brand.

ITC Secure is headquartered in London, UK. With a dynamic balance of the best in people, technology and

governance, we make cyber resilience your competitive advantage.
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